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Abstract. The emergent nature of quantum mechanics is shown to follow from a precise
correspondence with the classical theory of irreversible thermodynamics. Specifically, the
linear (or Gaussian) regime of the latter can be put in a 1-to-1 map with the semiclassical
approximation to quantum mechanics. The very possibility of reinterpreting quantum mechanics
as a thermodynamics proves that the former is an emergent phenomenon. That is, quantum
mechanics is a coarse–grained description of some underlying degrees of freedom.
1. Introduction
The aim of this work is to establish a correspondence between quantum mechanics, on the one
hand, and the classical thermodynamics of irreversible processes, on the other. This we do in
order to provide an independent proof of the statement that quantum mechanics is an emergent
phenomenon.
Under the notion of an emergent phenomenon one usually understands the result of coarse–
graining, or averaging over some deeper–level structures. These finer degrees of freedom,
sometimes also called microscopic in order to distinguish them from the emergent degrees
of freedom, usually carry information in such a way that they can be grouped together into
higher structures, no longer microscopic, that give rise to the emergent phenomena observed in
macroscopic experiments. In coarse graining microscopic information into higher structures, one
is renouncing a detailed knowledge at a deeper level, in favour of some less–detailed averages,
which are usually more tractable data. The canonical example of an emergent theory is classical
thermodynamics, because it makes absolutely no assumption at all regarding the microscopics
of the models it applies to. The corresponding microscopic theory is statistical mechanics, out
of which thermodynamics emerges.
That quantum mechanics qualifies as an emergent theory has been suspected for some time
[18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. In fact this topic has been the subject of a vast literature in recent years;
a very incomplete list of refs. would include [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 25, 26, 31, 32, 33]. The
importance of the link between quantisation and dissipation has been explained in [4, 5, 6, 7, 8].
Some of the authors’ previous work on this subject is collected in refs. [1, 2, 3].
In this work we draw on the fundamental link between quantum and dissipative phenomena.
By exhibiting a 1–to–1 map between quantum mechanics and the classical thermodynamics
of irreversible processes, the emergent nature of quantum mechanics is laid bare. Especially
relevant here are the classical and the irreversible properties of the thermodynamics involved.
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“Classical” means absence of h¯; “irreversible” implies entropy production. As will be seen below,
these two facts have a clear counterpart in the quantum–mechanical description.
In section 2 we review some background information on the classical thermodynamics of
irreversible processes. This is necessary to establish the announced correspondence, which is
presented in section 3. The implications of this correspondence for the quantum theory are
examined in section 4. The discussion in section 5 rounds up our presentation with some
suggestions for future work.
2. Basics in irreversible thermodynamics
We first summarise, for later use, some basic elements of the classical thermodynamics of
irreversible processes in the linear regime [28].
Let a thermodynamical system be given, deviating only slightly from equilibrium. Assume
that its entropy S depends on N extensive variables y1, . . . , yN , so we can write S =
S(y1, . . . , yN ). The tendency of the system to seek equilibrium is measured by the
thermodynamic forces Yk, defined to be the components of the gradient of the entropy:
Yk :=
∂S
∂yk
. (1)
Now our system is away from equilibrium, but not too far away, so we can assume linearity
between the fluxes y˙k and the forces Yj :
y˙i :=
dyi
dτ
=
N∑
j=1
LijYj , Yi =
N∑
j=1
Rij y˙
j , Rij = (L
ij)−1. (2)
We use τ to denote thermodynamical time, and we suppose the above relation between forces
and fluxes to be invertible. A well–known result is Onsager’s reciprocity theorem: the matrix L
is symmetric,
Lij = Lji. (3)
By (2), the rate of entropy production can be written either as a quadratic form in the fluxes,
or as a quadratic form in the forces:
S˙ =
N∑
j=1
∂S
∂yj
y˙j =
N∑
j=1
Yj y˙
j =
N∑
i,j=1
Rij y˙
iy˙j =
N∑
i,j=1
LijYiYj . (4)
We can Taylor expand the entropy S around equilibrium and truncate the series at second order,
to find
S = S0 − 1
2
N∑
i,j=1
sijy
iyj + . . . , (5)
where the matrix sij = −∂2S/∂yi∂yj |0 (the negative Hessian evaluated at equilibrium) is positive
definite. This truncation has the consequence that fluctuations around equilibrium are Gaussian.
Indeed, by Boltzmann’s principle, the probability P (y1, . . . , yN ) of finding the values y1, . . . , yN
of the extensive variables is given by
P (y1, . . . , yN ) = Z−1 exp
(
S
kB
)
= Z−1 exp
− 1
2kB
N∑
i,j=1
sijy
iyj
 , (6)
where Z is a normalisation factor.
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For simplicity we set N = 1 in all that follows. Our aim is to calculate the probability of any
path y = y(τ) in the thermodynamical configuration space. A cumulative distribution function
Fn
(
y1
τ1
...
...
yn
τn
)
is defined such that it yields the probability that the thermodynamical path y(τ)
lie below the barriers y1, . . . , yn at times τ1 < τ2 < . . . < τn:
Fn
(
y1
τ1
. . .
. . .
yn
τn
)
:= P (y(τk) ≤ yk, k = 1, . . . , n) . (7)
A stationary process is defined to be one such that Fn is invariant under time shifts δτ :
Fn
(
y1
τ1
. . .
. . .
yn
τn
)
= Fn
(
y1
τ1 + δτ
. . .
. . .
yn
τn + δτ
)
. (8)
In other words, the system that has been left alone long enough that any initial conditions have
been forgotten. An unconditional probability density function fn
(
y1...yn
τ1...τn
)
is defined, such that
the product
fn
(
y1 . . . yn
τ1 . . . τn
)
dy1 · · · dyn (9)
measures the probability that a thermodynamical path y = y(τ) pass through a gate of width
dyk at instant τk, for all k = 1, . . . n. Similarly, the conditional probability density function
f1
(
yk
τk
∣∣∣yk−1τk−1 ) is such that the product
f1
(
yk
τk
∣∣∣yk−1
τk−1
)
dyk dyk−1 (10)
gives the probability that y = y(τ) pass through dyk at τk, given that it passed through dyk−1 at
τk−1. Finally a Markov process is defined to be one that has a short memory or, more precisely,
one such that its cumulative, conditional probability function satisfies
F1
(
yn+1
τn+1
∣∣∣y1
τ1
. . .
. . .
yn
τn
)
= F1
(
yn+1
τn+1
∣∣∣yn
τn
)
. (11)
One can prove that, for a Markov process, the following factorisation theorem holds [28]:
fn
(
y1 . . . yn
τ1 . . . τn
)
= f1
(
yn
τn
∣∣∣yn−1
τn−1
)
· · · f1
(
y2
τ2
∣∣∣y1
τ1
)
f1
(
y1
τ1
)
. (12)
Interesting about this factorisation theorem is the fact that f1
(
y1
τ1
)
is known from Boltzmann’s
principle. Therefore, by stationarity, all we need to know is
f1
(
y2
τ + δτ
∣∣∣y1
τ
)
, (13)
and solving the n–gate problem fn
(
y1...yn
τ1...τn
)
nicely reduces to solving the 2–gate problem
f1
(
y2
τ+δτ
∣∣∣y1τ ).
Now, under the assumption that our irreversible thermodynamical processes is stationary,
Markov and Gaussian, the conditional probability density (13) has been computed in [28], with
the result
f1
(
y2
τ + δτ
∣∣∣y1
τ
)
=
1√
2pi
s/kB√
1− e−2γδτ exp
− s
2kB
(
y2 − e−γδτy1
)2
1− e−2γδτ
 . (14)
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Here we have defined the thermodynamical frequency γ,
γ :=
s
R
, (15)
with R given as in (2) and s = −d2S/dy2|0. Furthermore, one can reexpress the probability
density (14) in terms of path integrals over thermodynamical configuration space: up to
normalisation factors one finds [28]
f1
(
y2
τ2
∣∣∣y1
τ1
)
=
∫ y(τ2)=y2
y(τ1)=y1
Dy(τ) exp
{
− 1
2kB
∫ τ2
τ1
dτ L [y˙(τ), y(τ)]
}
. (16)
Above we have defined the thermodynamical Lagrangian function L
L [y˙(τ), y(τ)] := R
2
[
y˙2(τ) + γ2y2(τ)
]
, (17)
whose actual dimensions are entropy per unit time.
3. Irreversible thermodynamics vs. quantum theory
We can now establish a precise map between quantum mechanics and classical, irreversible
thermodynamics. Let t denote mechanical time, m the mass of the quantum particle under
consideration, and ω the frequency of a harmonic potential experienced by the particle.
In the first place, the thermodynamical time variable τ must be analytically continued into
it:
τ ↔ it. (18)
Second, the thermodynamical frequency γ becomes the mechanical frequency ω of the harmonic
oscillator:
γ ↔ ω. (19)
Next we map the thermodynamical variable y onto the mechanical variable x:
y ↔ x. (20)
As a rule, x will be a position coordinate. Hence there might be some dimensional conversion
factor between x and y above, that we will ignore for simplicity. Bearing this in mind, we will
finally make the identification
s
2kB
↔ mω
h¯
(21)
between thermodynamical and mechanical quantities. We have expressed all the above
replacements with a double arrow ↔ in order to indicate the bijective property of our map
between quantum mechanics and classical, irreversible thermodynamics.
On general grounds, applying the replacements (18), (19), (20) and (21), one expects
thermodynamical conditional probabilities to map onto mechanical conditional probabilities1,
f1
(
y2
τ2
∣∣∣y1
τ1
)
↔ K(x2, t2|x1, t1), (22)
while thermodynamical unconditional probabilities are expected to map onto mechanical
unconditional probabilities:
f1
(
y
τ
)
↔ |ψ(x, t)|2. (23)
1 While f1 is a probability density, K is a probability density amplitude; see ref. [2] for a discussion of this issue.
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Here K(x2, t2|x1, t1) denotes the quantum–mechanical propagator, and ψ(x, t) is the
wavefunction. As in (20) above, one must allow for possible numerical factors between
probabilities on the thermodynamical and on the mechanical sides; otherwise bijectivity is
perfectly preserved.
Our expectations (22), (23) are borne out by experiment—experiment in our case being
explicit computation. Indeed one finds the following. For γ → 0, the irreversible
thermodynamics corresponds to the free quantum–mechanical particle:
K(free)(x2, t|x1, 0) =
√
kB
s
f1
(
x2
it
∣∣∣x1
0
)
γ→0
, (24)
while, for γ 6= 0, the irreversible thermodynamics corresponds to the quantum mechanics of a
harmonic oscillator:
f1
(
x2
it
∣∣∣x1
0
)
= exp
(
iωt
2
− ∆V
h¯ω
)√
2mω
h¯
K(harmonic) (x2, t|x1, 0) . (25)
Above, V = mω2x2/2 is the harmonic potential, and ∆V = V (x2) − V (x1). Moreover, if
ψ0(x) = exp
(−mωx2/2h¯) is the harmonic oscillator groundstate, then it holds that, up to
normalisation,
f1
(
x
it
)
= exp
(
−mω
h¯
x2
)
= |ψ(harmonic)0 (x)|2, (26)
as expected.
Finally the path–integral representation of quantum–mechanical propagators,
K (x2, t2|x1, t1) =
∫ x(t2)=x2
x(t1)=x1
Dx(t) exp
{
i
h¯
∫ t2
t1
dt L [x(t), x˙(t)]
}
, (27)
has a nice reexpression in terms of classical, irreversible thermodynamics. Indeed, applying our
dictionary (18), (19), (20) and (21) to the mechanical path integral (27), the latter becomes
the thermodynamical path integral already seen in (16). This leads us to the following relation
between the action integral I of the mechanical system and the entropy S of its thermodynamical
counterpart:
i
h¯
I ↔ 1
kB
S. (28)
It should be remarked that both I and S independently satisfy an extremum principle. In the
Gaussian approximation considered here, the respective fluctuations (measured with respect to
the corresponding mean values of I and S as given by their extremals) are obtained upon taking
the exponentials. We thus obtain the quantum–mechanical wavefunction and the Boltzmann
distribution function:
ψ =
√
ρ exp
(
i
h¯
I
)
, ρB = Z
−1 exp
(
1
kB
S
)
. (29)
As usual, Z denotes some normalisation factor. Since, by the Born rule, we must have ρB = |ψ|2,
this provides us with an elegant expression combining thermodynamics and quantum mechanics
into a single equation:
ψ = Z−1/2 exp
(
1
2kB
S
)
exp
(
i
h¯
I
)
. (30)
Eqs. (28) and (30) are very inspiring, as they reveal a fundamental complementarity between
the mechanical action integral (on the mechanical side) and the entropy (on the thermodynamical
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side). We will later on return to the complementarity between these two descriptions, a
feature already foreseen by Prigogine [30]. For the moment let us simply remark the following
consequence of this complementarity, namely, the symmetrical role played by Planck’s constant
h¯ and Boltzmann’s constant kB. This latter property, and the ensuing entropy quantisation,
have been discussed at length in refs. [1, 2].
4. Emergence from irreversibility
It has been claimed that quantisation is dissipation [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 18, 19, 31]—this claim is
central to the emergence approach to quantum mechanics. In more precise terms, the previous
statement implies that quantum behaviour can be expected from certain deterministic systems
exhibiting information loss. One could compare this state of affairs to the relation between
(equilibrium) thermodynamics and (classical) statistical mechanics. Namely, information loss
in a microscopic theory (statistical mechanics) arises as the result of averaging out over many
degrees of freedom; the emergent theory (thermodynamics) contains less information than its
microscopic predecessor.
Thanks to the map established in section 3, the picture presented here features quantumness
as an intrinsic property of dissipative systems. Conversely, by the same map, any quantum
system features dissipation. In our picture, irreversibility and quantumness arise as the two sides
of the same coin, thus becoming complementary descriptions of a given system (complementarity
being understood here in Bohr’s sense of the word). As opposed to the emergence property
discussed above, the two theories (quantum mechanics and irreversible thermodynamics) contain
exactly the same amount of information. It is interesting to observe that closely related views
regarding the complementarity between mechanics and thermodynamics were defended long ago
by Prigogine [30].
Now it has been (rightly) pointed out that correspondence and emergence are not quite the
same concept [23]. This notwithstanding, we can still argue that quantum mechanics continues to
arise as an emergent phenomenon in our picture. This is so because Boltzmann’s dictum applies:
If something heats up, it has microstructure. In other words, every thermodynamics is the coarse
graining of some underlying statistical mechanics. Thus the mere possibility of recasting a given
theory in thermodynamical language proves that the given theory is the coarse–grained version
of some finer, microscopic theory.
5. Discussion
As a technical remark, we should point out that we have worked throughout in the Gaussian
approximation. On the thermodynamical side of our map this corresponds to the linear response
theory; on the mechanical side this refers to the harmonic approximation. Within the regime
of applicability of this assumption we can safely claim to have provided a rigorous proof of
the statement that quantum mechanics is an emergent phenomenon, at least in the Gaussian
approximation.
Using the fact that any potential can be transformed into the free potential or into the
harmonic potential by means of a suitable coordinate transformation (as in Hamilton–Jacobi
theory [14, 15]), one would naively state that the Gaussian approximation is good enough
to “prove” that quantum mechanics is an emergent phenomenon also beyond the Gaussian
regime. However, this “proof” overlooks the fact that quantisation and coordinate changes do
not generally commute. Therefore the previous reasoning invoking Hamilton–Jacobi can only be
seen as a plausibility argument to support the statement that quantum mechanics must remain
an emergent phenomenon also beyond the Gaussian approximation. There is, however, abundant
literature dealing with the emergent nature of quantum mechanics, regardless of the Gaussian
approximation, using techniques that are very different from those presented here, and with a
spectrum of applicability that ranges from the smallest [11, 24] to the largest [27, 29]. We will
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therefore content ourselves with the proof of emergence presented here, the expectation being
that some suitable extension thereof (possibly using perturbative techniques) will also apply
beyond the Gaussian approximation.
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